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Abstract-This paper investigates framework of face 
annotation by mining faintly labeled facial images which are 
freely or easily available on World Wide Web (WWW).There 
is one challenging problem for face annotation scheme is that 
how to perform annotation effectively by making full use of 
list which contain most similar facial images and whose 
labeling is faint having noisy and incomplete. To avoid this 
problem, we propose an Unsupervised label refinement (ULR) 
approach for refining the labels of web facial images using 
machine learning techniques. We propose one another system 
to speed up that is a clustering based approximation 
algorithm for improve the scalability. We develop 
optimization algorithms for solving the learning task of large-
scale.  

Keywords- Face Annotation, Content-Based Image Retrieval, 
Web Facial Images, Label purification. 

1. INTRODUCTION
Day by day various digital cameras are becomes popular due 
to this social media tools are also increase so that rapid growth 
of internet based photo sharing increase. People uses different 
social media tools  for sharing their photo on social sites. 
Many people shares their facial images on social sites many 
times. Out of these facial images some images are tagged 
properly but many of them not tagged properly. This is 
motivated study of auto face annotation that aims to annotate 
the face automatically. 
Auto face annotation can be useful in many real world 
applications like online photo sharing sites able to annotate 
the face from user uploaded photos to make easier online 
photo search & management.it can also be applied in any 
video to detect person which is appeared in that video to make 
easier for video retrieval. 
A large collection of photos usually make a great challenge for 
the end user to detect facial image from photo, Browse and 
search.one possible solution for this problem is that tag images 
manually but it is time consuming and more costly.so instead 
of using the manual face annotation automatically annotation 
is very reliable. 
SBFA(Search Based Face Annotation)is used for assign the 
correct name label to given query image. First, retrieve a short 
list of top k similar facial images from weakly labeled facial 
database system and then annotate facial image by performing 
voting on labels associated top k similar images. 
URL(Unsupervised Label Refinement)is used for getting the 

purely labeled data from weakly labeled data without any 
manual efforts. Also uses CBA(Clustering Based 
Approximation) to improve the efficiency and performance.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

We develop an web application for searching web images 
in the search engine. In our proposed system we study three 
papers for our proposed system. 
A search engine or search service is a program designed to 
help for finding information stored on a computer system, 
such as on the world wide web , inside in a   computer. 
Without further qualification search engine usually refer to 
a web search engine, which searches information on the 
public web. 
The  purpose of this  is the System was built up to a large-
scale real word facial image database. This system will 
demonstrate the mining web scale weakly labeled facial 
images. We plan to improve the accuracy of face retrieval 
and name annotation . This existing system is tackle the 
problem of face annotation. only for limited data we use 
this system. Searching a large web facial images . we 
present a new method for annotation annotation which 
unifies the visual and textual information .it remove the 
noise from the image[4]. 
It is used for only web application it is not useful in android 
application. Used for personal photo collection. It is not 
simple to implement compared to already existing face 
annotation method[2]. 
This paper study the framework of search-based face 
annotation (SBFA) by mining weakly labeled facial 
images. The current algorithms are still time consuming for 
handling web scale facial image database. The ability 
unsupervised learning algorithm may be limited. It is used 
for online photo searching mechanism. Existing system 
develop an web Application which is having low 
performance[3]. 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

We proposed an Web Application in that ,we propose an 
efficient clustering-based approximation algorithm to solve 
the problem of large scale label purification. We also 
include in this the hit count of the particular image that how 
many times that image will be searched. 
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System Architecture: 

 
Figure: 1 System Architecture. 

 
Algorithm  
Bisecting K-means Clustering based Approximation  
 
Algorithm 
Input : c , qc , Lloop 
Output : clustering highest order result list Llist 
Add M0 to Llist; 
Repeat 
Remove the largest cluster Ml from Llist; 
For i=1 to t do 
Bisect Ml to M1(i) and M2(i); 
Compute sum of squared error(SSEi); 
Select the result with the lowest SSEi value; 
Add mi(i),m2(i) to Llist; 
Until │Llist│=qc; 
 
Mathematical Model 
1. let‘s’ be the “Facial Images using face Annotation” 

S= {.................} 
Set s is divided into  
S={s1,s2,s3,s4} 
Where: S1=user 
S2=content based search 
S3=face annotation 
S4=face annotation performance on database 
 

2. Identify the inputs  
Inputs {x1, x2 ...xn} 
X1=enter the JPEG image 
X2=enter the MPEG image. 
 

3. Identify the outputs: 
Output= {y1, y2, y3.....yn} 
Y1=Annotation of Images 
 

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
All of the system was depend upon the datasets, 

each present data with the name called it as a labeling. 
Some of these data tagged properly but sometimes they are 
not tagged properly it is known as weakly labeled data. 
We proposed a clustering algorithm for data mining. K-
means clustering algorithm is used in this system. For the 
textual features we obtained the label data from database. 
We extract the textual features by getting co-ordinate value 
and annotation. 
To evaluate the annotation performance we retrieve the 
images. When we extract the facial feature then we will 
count the majority of voting will be calculated and then 
finally will get the annotation result. When any photo 
doesn’t having  name then system will give the name to 
that face image automatically this known as automatic face 
annotation.  
 

5. CONCLUSION 
This paper presents an extensive search on face 

annotation techniques for web facial images.In this 
framework in which we focused on  tackling the problems 
of existing system annotation. Improving the  quality of 
labeling and proposed  an algorithm. To improve the 
performance we also proposed Clustering Based 
Approximation which gives result without introducing 
much performance degradation. 

This paper investigated a promising search-based face 
annotation framework, in which we focused on improving 
the performance of system. To improve the quality of 
labeled of images we used an algorithm. To further 
improve the performance, we also proposed a clustering-
based approximation solution, for reducing the 
performance evolution. In Future, this system can be useful 
in Android based Application. 
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